Abstract-In HMM risk assessment of network, relationship between the nodes is the key part to compute the state transition matrix. The change of IDS alarm level has property of randomness. To calculate the value of the IDS alarm as the input of HMM is based on the Bayesian algorithm model. Using HMM model, probability of attack successful is computed when length of attack sequence is varied. The experimental evidences show new method is veracity and validity.
INTRODUCTION
In the process of the information system of IDS Hazard Assessment, when an increase in attack sequence, the risk of the servers in the network is increased. To explore a scientific, rational, practical quantitative risk assessment approach is the hot spot of the current research in the field of network security. In these methods, HMM is a typical quantitative assessment method, which is popular in many scholars around world. Unfortunately, the use of pure HMM assessment methods are to ignore the interaction between network nodes. The network node correlation (NNC) analysis method is not a simple group of data. IDS alarm will change with the degree of attack and harm. And degree of attack and harm has kind of random. The method of use of NNC can be linked to a number of isolated vulnerability, which brings more accurate analysis of the overall network security risk. NNC introduced HMM, meanwhile IDS alarm level defined the state transition matrix will compute by Bayesian algorithm. To solve the HMM application problem associated widespread neglect between network nodes.
II. NETWORK GRAPH THEORY MODEL
According to the graph theory, the entire network is abstracted as a directed graph
Vertices represent each node of the network, such as servers, PC host and routers. V is a finite non-empty set of vertices.
Connected to the arc adjacent vertices have access relations. R is a set of relationships between the two vertices. Shown in Figure  1 ,
The definition of the correlation of the network node is as follow. The correlation between nodes NNC represented as an ordered pentad <A,i,B,j,P>. The A and B denote two nodes. i and j denote the user, the operating system, applications or services on A and B node. The main P represents the probability of successful attack by the NNC, which means the attacking probability of successful exploitation of B from A. This presents as shown in Figure 1 , combined graph theory. 
III. RELATIONSHIP PROBABILITY BETWEEN NODES
In order to improve the accuracy of network risk assessment, risk of contact of the host in the network. Through the collection and analysis of network traffic data, and configuration files on the focus of analysis switches, routers, firewalls and other network and security equipment, NNC is divided into seven categories, as shown in table 1.
NNC and corresponding relationship between the node invasions can also be for seven categories. The invasion probability P may take corresponding NNC weights. Hypothesis between nodes NNC belongs to the category 1, namely A node as system administrator identity to execute orders. Its right value is 1. When the attacker A successful attack A node, and attack node B through the path < A, B >, the attack probability of success is for 1. Between node invasion probability is 1. The invasion probability P responses classification and right value, which is shown as in table 1. This relationship only shows that the transport layer connectivity. For example, through the firewall to access internal services components
Attacker to the server components as a registered user to access to or release of public and personal information, but can not perform a system command.
Attacker access to the server as common user who executive orders, and completely control part system resources and resources of himself privileges. 
IV. HMM-BASED EVALUATION ALGORITHM
Suppose to N nodes in the network,
The nodes can be observed to attack there are M kinds, in this threat degree algorithm used in the literature [5] , the IDS alarm is divided into 10 levels, respectively from 1 to 10. The higher the level, the greater the threat degree, } ,..., , { The change of the harm degree has property of randomness in a degree. The traditional manual method of setting has arbitrary large. It should be consider of the characteristics of the harm degree. When approaching attack efforts in one state to the next state, it is a weak sign of performance and non-stationary. Several efforts did not result in a substantive breakthrough, the detected attack are "invalid" attack. Therefore less potential breakthrough feature information, no failure information is typical of the prior distribution. In this case, only through historical samples to get IDS alarm value. Bayesian structure can deal with variable random uncertainty and correlation which usually applies to the expression and analysis uncertainties things. This method has the ability to describe events in logic relationship of polymorphism and non-deterministic, meanwhile it can Inference mechanism and state description. The method is suitable for multi-state system reliability analysis. Bayesian method can use in the multi-state system reliability assessment, which can be a good way to make up for the deficiencies of the traditional reliability assessment methods.
After N groups of historical data will be selected, the five kinds of state probability value of the harm degree 
and so on. The 5 types IDS alarm is shown as.
The initial I state j is a vector which represents the probability calculated from the beginning of each node. That means the probability of attack start from each node. Thus, when the network suffered a series of attacks, IDS alarm is for input. To use HMM builds the state transition matrix to determine the nodes of the network vulnerable to attack. At last, the most likely attack path will be calculated.
VI. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
In this example, a power supply bureau's product network is given, shown as figure 2. The right side of the firewall is the main production server zone. Only authorized users is permitted access this zone. The left side of the firewall is external network. It could be public network or extranet. The servers in main server section are as from A to E. The rules descript as follow.
• The target of the strike by the Oracle database node E.
• Firewall security policy: the www service allows external network computer s access node c and node A and B ports to block all access to other nodes and ports without limiting outward from the intranet network access.
• The user on node A node access to service parts as registered user who can access to or release of public and personal information.
• The user on Node C can execute shell command in the node B without identity verification. Node B can access to node C as normal user.
• Web services on Node C can read and write data to node E database information, but can manage database on E. Node B can manage database on node E through SNMP service on node D. According to the above rules, the network model simplified into graph theory model, as shown in figure 3 shows. is the most possible attacker path with using HMM model. Node B and C are the key point and need protect more. Once finding attacking, the administrator should adjust its security policy and ensure the security of the database.
For single attack sequence, the likelihood of a successful attack database is relatively small. Single attack will not pose a threat to the database directly. But the longer the attack sequence length is getting, more dangerous database will be. The attack sequence length and attack success probability are proportional. The change is relatively flat when the attack sequence length increases at the beginning. Next, there is a rising trend. Finally, the trend is to reach a steady state. On this stage, the attack sequence continues to grow, but the success rate of attacks has been under control in a certain proportion.
VII. CONCLUSION
Improved HMM network risk assessment model solve the problem of the relationship between the nodes. For the IDS alarm level randomness, Bayesian algorithm is given. Observing by different lengths of attack sequence, the attack paths are solved. Then a key node in the network is found. The further work is the check the dependencies between the nodes, which make the results of the assessment more accurate and credible.
